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が報告されている叫。柄生マツ沢試験地は北緯34・581 • 東経136・ 001 に位捜しており，年平均
気温は12.6"Cである 15)。
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O 2 3 4 5 km 
~2 桐生マツ沢，者女及び線地谷試験織のf立後
表l 対象試験地の務元
稿集マツ沢 完ま 女 採池谷
関税 0.68ha 0.70ha (全体2.89ha) 0.18ha 
斜面勾配(平均斜度) ゆるやか (20.30 ) 比較的ゆるやか (26.70 ) 急斜溜 (34.10 ) 




まま岩鉱物 風化花溺岩 風化花総経 風化花総岩
土産望感 最も厚い。 桐生マツ沢に次ぐ怒さ。 議事い。
土嬢E警はある程度発迷。 土壌緩はやや発途。 土壌は会く発途せず，00.
イ七花儲岩が露出。
年降水:後 1671.8mm 1709.1mm 1659.6mm 
年蒸発散殻 740.2mm 801.8mm 275 mm 











































































斜節度下型弁Jコ G27 (162) J4 ( 95) R3 (42) 
G28 ( 30) J5 ( 75) R4 (40) 
J6 ( 78) R5 (50) 
J7 (告5)
飽和裕裂~:戸 Gl (72) J3 (215) 内1(70) 
G15 (320) 
G34 (512) 




















リボト Jレに保存して突験室に持ち帰り Na+， 
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;一後トー 摘さ主マツ沢紋尾黄土色一ぺ〉一幸雪女紋験地 一「愈ー ・若草地谷波紋!l!!
関9 生物化学的.地球化学的姿ji;jに諮問した3流域における水焚攻gの変化
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1'0 clarify the changes of hydrochemical processes along forest succession， we carried 
out the intensive hydrochemical observations on the three catchment basins， which consist 
of the same weathered granitic bedrock with different forest successional stages. We 
especially noted the differences and interactions between the biochemical factor and the 
g‘担ochemicalfactor that affect water chemistry， and observed the changes of water quality 
at each hydrological process on three catchments. 
1'he result represents the different process of chemical weathering affected by vegetation. 
This difference is mainly caused by biologically generated anions such as N03 -in forest 
soil. C02 plays an important ro1e in chemical weathering process. However the catchment 
with 1ittle vegitation has about the same concentration of dissolved pCOz as the forested 
catchment. It suggests C02 is not the conclusive factor that caused difference in ch担mical
weathering process. Influences on water chemistry by biochemical factor and g恐ochemica1
factor ehanges as forest deve1ops. In forest successional stages， these two factors dou't 
change at the sam巴 time.
